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RF Input 101

A signal representative of a television

program guide and a signal indicating which
program is currently being received are re-

ceived at the point of reception of a television

program signal. The program guide signal is

used to cause a program guide to be displayed
on a television screen. A viewer selects one or
more programs to be recorded or viewed from
the displayed guide. While the received pro-
gram indicating signal indicates that the pro-
gram currently being received is one of the se-

lected programs, recording or viewing of the

program is enabled. A further extension of the

invention causes the name of a television pro-

gram to be recorded on a video recording
along with the program so that on replay the
recording can readily be identified.
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TELEVISIONPROGRAM SELECTION

5 TECHNICALFIELD

The present invention relates to means for and methods of
controlling video appliances, such as video cassette recorders or
television receivers, so that selected television programs are viewed

10 or recorded.

BACKGROUNDART

With the increasing use of video cassette recorders (VCRs) in the
15 home, VCRs are being increasingly used for recording broadcast

programs for later replay and viewing. Many VCRs are equipped
with timing means for starting and stopping recording of programs
at times selected by the user. To take advantage of this ability, the
user must consult a television schedule, select the programs to be

20 recorded, and enter into the VCR's memory the start time and end
time or duration of the selected programs, and channel to be
recorded. In some cases this process can be complicated and error-
prone. There is a great need for convenient ways of selecting
programs to be recorded.

25 In an attempt to address this problem, some manufacturers
have equipped VCRs with bar-code reading wands. Users can pass
the wand over a bar-code printed on the television schedule which
identifies the channel and time of the selected program. This
information is used to set the timing means of the VCR. Another

30 variation on this concept involves use of a sheet of times, dates and
channels bearing the associated bar codes. In this case, the user
must scan the appropriate bar code on this sheet for time, date and
channel corresponding to programs selected for recording.

While these prior-art schemes have somewhat alleviated the
35 difficulties, programming VCRs for recording is still error prone and

inconvenient. Attempts have been made to provide improved
programming by providing a device which accepts a machine-
readable version of the television schedule via the medium of
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magnetic card, tape or similar means, the user being then offered a
display of available programs from which to select. Although this
arrangement *does represent an improvement over prior schemes, it

suffers the disadvantage that the user must obtain the medium on
5 which the schedule is distributed, which may be inconvenient. The

media cost and cost of the reading device is also considerable.
Another shortcoming of prior-art schemes is that they rely on time-
of-day information for starting and stopping recording, with the
result that unwanted material can be recorded, or part of the

10 wanted program missed, in cases where actual broadcast times
differ from scheduled times. It is also not possible using such
schemes to control recording with great precision, with the result
that selective recording, as required for example for eliminating
advertisements from recordings, is not possible.

15

DISCLOSURE OFINVENTION

The present invention is directed towards providing new and
useful alternatives to known arrangements for controlling video

20 appliances so that selected programs can be viewed or recorded. As
well as making selection simple, fast and accurate, the present
invention offers a number of other benefits not hitherto obtainable.

According to the present invention there is provided a method
of selecting television programs to be recorded including the steps of

25 receiving a first signal conveying data representative of a television
programming schedule, decoding said received signals, displaying
the resulting decoded schedule information, selecting one or more of
programs displayed in said schedule as programs to be recorded,
receiving a second signal identifying for each television channel the

30 program being currently broadcast, decoding said second signal, and
controlling recording of the selected programs according to the
selection from the schedule and the content of said decoded second
signal.

According to another aspect of the present invention there is

35 provided a method of selecting television programs to be viewed
including the steps of receiving a first signal conveying data
representative of a television programming schedule, decoding said
received signals, displaying the resulting decoded schedule

r
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tofonnauon, identifying a namber of programs displayed in saidschedule as programs to be recorded, receiving a second signal

b™fT, J""*
,eleViSi°n Channel **ogr*n being currenflvbroadcast, decodmg said second signal, and enabling vieXg 0f 2l

5 selected programs according to the programs selected from the

•" '° b
° ykmei "* «» content « «* ^codedsecond signal.

According to another useful extension of this inventive conceptthere is provided a television program recording identifying m"hod
10 comprising the steps of receiving a first signal representaTe 7thename of a television program being broadcast, receiving a secondsignal being a television broadcast, and recording said first signalwhile simultaneously recording said second signal

In another aspect, the invention consists in a television program
15 recording selector including a receiver adapted to receive a £stsignal conveying data representative of a television programming

schedule, means to decode said received signals, means for
displaying the resulting decoded schedule information, means for
selecting a number of programs displayed in said schedule as

20 programs to be recorded, means for receiving a second signal
identifying for each television channel the program being currently
broadcast, means for decoding said second signal, and means for
controlling recording of the selected programs according to the
programs identified as those to be recorded and the content of said25 decoded second signal.

In another aspect, the invention consists in a television programviewing selector including a receiver adapted to receive a first sTgnalconveying data representative of a television programming
schedule means to decode said received signal, means for displaying

30 the resulting decoded schedule information, means for selecting anumber of programs displayed in said schedule as programs to beviewed, means for receiving a second signal identifying for each
television channel the program being currently broadcast, means fordecoding said second signal, and means for controlling viewing of

35 ^ identified P^grams according to the programs selected as those
to be viewed and the content of said decoded second signal

-According to another useful extension of this inventive concept
there is provided a television program recorder comprising means

'
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for receiving an identifying signal representative of the name of a
television program being broadcast, recording means adapted to
record said signal white simultaneously recording the television
program being broadcast, replay means for simultaneously
replaying said identifying signal and said program, and means for
displaying said identifying signal in the form of text.

BRIEFDESCRIPTION OFTHE DRAWINGS

A particular embodiment of the invention will now be described
with reference to the drawings in which:-

Fig. 1 is a block diagram of a television program selector
according to the invention;

Fig. 2 shows the control panel of this embodiment
15 Fig. 3 shows an example of the schedule menu display of this

embodiment; and
Fig. 4 shows an example of the status menu display of this

embodiment

20 MODEFOR CARRYINGOUTTHEINVENTION

As seen in Fig. 1, an embodiment of the invention is provided for
use in conjunction with video cassette recorders (VCRs). This
embodiment takes the form of a device which communicates with

25 the VCR via an infra-red (IR) control signal, this signal being similar
to the control signal used by the hand-held remote control of
conventional VCRs. This embodiment of the invention is in turn
controlled by a hand-held remote control. Using this control means,
the invention allows the user to control the usual functions of a VCR

30 such as recording or playing a tape, as well as the novel functions
provided by this invention. This arrangement is particularly
beneficial as it can be used with a wide range of VCRs without
modification of the VCR. Referring to Fig. 1, RF input 101 is derived
from the television antenna being used to receive off-air programs

35 or a separate^ antenna, and comprises a signal modulated with data
relating to the television schedule and the programs currently being
broadcast This signal is received by receiver 102, and fed to
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demodulator 103 which provides as an output digital data which is
fed to an input of microprocessor 104.

Microprocessor 104 executes program instructions stored in
read-only-memory ROM 107, and is responsible for all control and

5 user-interface functions of this embodiment of the invention
Received data comprises two main types: periodic data and real-
time data. Periodic data comprises the television schedule for the
current day and future days, including the name of each program
its scheduled start time, the channel on which it is to be broadcast

10 and a classification (such as whether or not it is suitable for viewing
by children). The periodic data is transmitted from a remote source
such as the television broadcast station or a separate transmitting

'

station, at infrequent intervals, say once every hour. Real-time data
comprises information which identifies which program is currently

15 being broadcast on each channel, including the program
classification. This data is transmitted from the remote source as
soon as possible after a change of program on any channel, and is
then repeated occasionally, say every 10 seconds, until another
change of program occurs.

20 On receipt of program schedule data, microprocessor 104 stores
the data in random access memory RAM 106.

On receipt of a command from the user requesting information
such as the program schedule, microprocessor 104 retrieves the
relevant data from RAM 106, formats it for display and stores it in

25 text random access memory TRAM 108.

Text generator 109 accesses the data stored in TRAM 108 and
generates a video raster signal which when conveyed to a television
receiver via RF modulator 110 and RF output 111 causes the text to
be displayed on the television receiver screen.

30 IR receiver 113 receives infra-red control signals from IR
remote 112, which for convenience is a hand-held control device.
IR remote 112 includes a switch array which provides means for
users to issue instructions to microprocessor 104, and in this
embodiment is constructed as shown in Fig.2, so as to offer most

35 conveniently the functions described below.
IR transmitter 105 is an infra-red emitting diode which is used

to -control a VCR, via the infra-red remote control channel commonly
used with VCRs. IR transmitter 105 is pulsed under control of
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microprocessor 104 to generate control data which controls the
operation of the VCR, for example, by issuing a PAUSE command or a
RECORD command.

Referring now to Fig. 2, the layout of switches of the user control
5 keyboard can be seen. Twelve switches labelled "CHANNEL" are

used to select one of 12 channels to be viewed. The switches "Rew"
"FF", "Rec", "Play", "Pause" and "Stop" control the rewind, fast
forward, record, play, pause and stop functions of the VCR in the
usual manner. The switch "sel" is used to select a menu option. The
four triangular switches surrounding the "sel" switch cause
movement of the cursor on a menu display in one of the four
directions indicated. The switches "C", "P", "S" and "?" are used to
initiate the classification, program, status and QUERY functions
respectively. The operation of these four functions will now be

15 described.

CLASSIFICATION. Pressing this button causes a display such as
that shown in Fig. 4 to appear on the television screen. This display
is known as the STATUS menu. The CLASSIFICATION function
relates to the text in the left-hand column of the display, headed

20 "ENABLE". The letters shown in the column under ENABLE represent
the following classifications:

C Suitable for children

G General viewing

25 A Adult
R Restricted

AD Advertisement or other non-program material

30

35

The boxes adjacent to each classification letter indicate whether
each classification is enabled, a check mark indicating enabled, and a
cross indicating prohibited. If a program of a classification which is
prohibited is received, the invention causes the video recorder to
pause, preventing recording. If desired, viewing of programs
bearing prohibited classification can also be inhibited by the
invention causing the channel selector of the receiver or VCR to
select the output of the invention, rather than the channel of the
program. It is also possible to provide an alarm function to alert
viewers that a particular program is about to start. For example, the
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invention can be used to turn on the television receiver when a
preselected broadcast starts, and to sound an alarm five minutes
beforehand. To enable or prohibit a particular classification, the
user pushes the C button, which causes the STATUS display to

5 appear with the cursor positioned on one of the indicator boxes. The
desired classification is then selected by moving the cursor up ordown using the up or down pointing triangular keys. The enable

"str

S

button

6 CUrS°red ClaSSifieation can be chanSed by Posing the

10 Another box in the ENABLE column labelled "LOCK" enables a
security function which prevents changing the status of
classifications unless a personal identity number, known only to
authorised persons, is entered first.

, c ^
ROGRAM

- ftwring this button causes a display such as that of
15 Fig. 3 to be displayed. This display is known as the PROGRAM menu

and shows a list of scheduled programs for each available channel

'

Channel indicator box 301 shows the date and channel to which each
column of schedule information relates. Each entry in the schedule
shows the scheduled time of broadcast, title and censorship

20 classification. A cursor is used to highlight one schedule item at a
time. The cursor can be moved up, down, right or left using the
triangular switches. By way of example, in Fig. 3 item 302 is shown
as cursored. A program can be selected for recording by pressing the
sel switch when the desired item is cursored. An asterisk is

25 displayed next to each item selected for recording, as shown in the
example of item 303 in Fig. 3. As it will generally not be possible to
fit all the schedule information on the display, this embodiment of
the invention is arranged so that the program menu scrolls in both
axes. This scrolling occurs if the cursor movement switches are

30 pressed and the cursor is at the limit of movement in the
corresponding direction. As seen in Fig. 3, arrows appear on the
display indicating that further information can be accessed by
scrolling the display further in the direction of the arrow.

STATUS. Pressing this button causes the status menu to be
35 shown. The column of this display under the heading "CURRENT"

shows details of the program currently being broadcast on the
channel selected for viewing. The information displayed includes
the scheduled time of broadcast, date, channel, title and

f
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classification. The status menu also shows a list of programs
selected for recording. The downward-pointing arrow below the list
shown m the example of Fig. 4 indicates that there are more items
selected for recording, and these can be accessed by scrolling the

5 display using the downward-pointing cursor control switch.
QUERY. If this switch is pressed while a menu is being

displayed, details of the currently cursored broadcast are displayed
For example, if a movie is cursored and the "?" switch is pressed a
description of the movie is displayed, the text of this description

10 having been previously conveyed from the remote transmitter as
part of the schedule information. If the »?" switch is pressed when
no menu is being displayed, details of the program currently being
received are displayed.

As well as responding as described above to commands
15 requiring text display as described above, the microprocessor

performs a number of other major functions.
These functions are now described with reference to Fig. 1.
VCR CONTROL. Certain commands received by IR receiver 113

in particular those which effect the usual VCR functions such as play
20 stop, channel change, are passed on to the VCR being controlled

Because control codes used by different models of VCRs are not
standardised, the command code required by the VCR will in general
not be the same as that generated by the corresponding button of IR
remote 112. To permit use of the invention with a wide range of

25 VCRs, data representing the control codes required by the particularVCR in use is stored within the ROM or RAM of the invention, so that
when a VCR control command is to be issued, the corresponding code
can be looked up and transmitted. Microprocessor 104 maintains aVCR status table in RAM 106, which stores data such as television

30 channel currently being received and VCR transport status such as
stopped, recording or spooling. This status table is updated each
time a VCR control command is issued.

SCHEDULE UPDATE. Data conveying schedule information is
periodically received by receiver 102. This information is stored in

35 RAM 106. When the available memory is full, the oldest schedule
information is discarded.

- CURRENT PROGRAM IDENTIFICATION. Whenever a change of
program occurs on one of the available television channels, an
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data identifying the channel concerned, the classification of the

£ZT;
name

°f ^ Pr°Sram
'
and SUch °»er identifying

information as may be desired. When an identifying signal is
5 recognised by microprocessor 104, i, takes different action

depending on the current states of the VCR (ascertained by
reference to the status table in memory) and the instructions
previously issued by the user. The VCR status must be taken into

10 oTwhl^ ^
h
^ mDSt "e aerated dependtogW on what the VCR is doing at that moment. For example, if

advertisements have been prohibited (using the status display) andtite received identifying signal indicates commencement of an

chirr"
1
!"

1
"
"cr°Proc^°r nius, ascertain whether thechannel indicated by the identifying signal is the channel currently

15 selected by the VCR's tuner. Because any channel change commands
previously issued to me VCR by the user have been forwarded tothe VCR by the invention, the identity of the currently-selected

tfme v£
yS t0 »*»»•«««"• I» this example,

if the VCR is tuned to the channel on which a prohibited

*MeT
mem ^ \*IOSiess

'
r°fe«»ce " made to the status

Cse" r
Cenam

,

Whether ** VCR h «"-*» ^ it is, a suitable
panse command is issued. When an identifying signal indicates

that the program being recorded has resumed, the status is againchecked before issuing a "resume recording" command, in case theuser has issued a command which has changed the status of the VCRin the meantime. Another example of action taken on receipt of acurrent program identification signal is comparison to a list ofprograms selected from the program guide display for recording If

30 VcVTT -

rOSrT 18 ldeMified 88 °ne Seleoted fOT ^cording the
30 VCR status is read and, depending on the current status, the

commands required to start recording are issued. For example, ifthe VCR is currently tuned to a different channel, "channel up" orchannel down' commands are issued as required to select the

35 ^ °
be/rided

-
0,1,61 «»""»*. such as "power on" may

35 also be issued if required before the "record" command is issued.The functions of this embodiment of the invention are
miplemented by suitable software stored in ROM 107 and executedby microprocessor 104. The program required to achieve this can

25
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be effectively realised in many different ways well known to those
skilled in the art.

The foregoing describes only one embodiment of the present
invention, and changes, obvious to those skilled in the art, can be

5 made without departing from the scope of the invention.
For example, whereas the exemplary embodiment described

above takes .the form of apparatus separate from the video
recording or

.
viewing apparatus, the invention can also be practised

by including suitable means within a video recorder, television
10 receiver or other appliance. In such a case, control of the receiving

or recording, appliance can be effected by suitable connection to the
control means of the appliance, rather than the infra-red control
path used by

;

the embodiment above.
It will also be understood that the functions offered to the user

15 according to the embodiment described above are given by way of
example only, and other functions can be provided without
departing from the scope of the invention. For example, whereas
the embodiment described causes recording or viewing of the
classifications not enabled to be inhibited, it is envisaged that other

20 options can be provided. For example, the user can instruct that
advertisements be muted, in which case the invention is arranged so
that on receipt of data indicating that an advertisement is being
received on me channel being viewed, a command is issued to the
television receiver to cause muting of the sound signal, the sound

25 being re-enabled on resumption of program.
It is also envisaged that the user controls of the invention can be

incorporated with control of other appliances, for example, by
incorporating the function switches of the invention into an infra-
red remote control handpiece of another appliance, such as a VCR or

30 television receiver.

According to a further extension of the invention, program
identification data within the invention can be used to label tape
recordings, using the identifying data received by the data receiver
of the invention to provide the labelling information. For example

35 the invention can be arranged to place a suitable code in the vertical
interval of the video recording so that the name of a program is
recorded as the program is recorded. This extension permits
programs recorded on a tape to be identified by name on replay, as
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well as facilitating automatic location of a program by name Forconvenience the invention can be further adapted to'caC the nameof a program to be printed legiMy> for example on the casLg of tnT

5 TM canTe": ? *" C™ndi>* mm is recorded.This can be achieved in practise using a thermal or impact or otherpnnang means controlled by the microprocessor or otL contr^erof me mvention, program identifying data received by the mention

ZZo'TL*? prin,ed 88
'

<h™ - *7
10 »r , ?! °

CaSette
-
OT onto another such as an

fte Zrd ^ be SUbSe» •"»« » *• -We ofthe recording or into a catalogue or elsewhere
Whereas in the exemplary embodiment recording of selected-programs is initiated and terminated according ,o correspondencebetween the name of a selected program and the name of the

cZ!f
y

!,

ast Pr°sra,n befag received
- * is po-n* tocontrol recording according to the scheduled time of broadcast.

It will also be understood by those skilled in the art that thedisplay functions and other details of the invention described inrelation to the embodiment above are given by way of example
20 only, and ma, changes to the features offered and particular^ to themeans of interaction with the user can be made without

from he scope and spirit of the invention. For example, whereasthe television display is used to display information I „SI
25 o™?" T

d SWitCheS ™ USed f°r USer Mention can25 ^ Practised using any other suitable display means and controlmeans, such as a liquid crystal display or touch-activated screenThe screen formats shown in the drawings herein are given by way

scocHfl
y Sh°Uld *° nM be COnStraed as »°

30 1T„
MVen,,0n

'
Furthe™°re

- Wereas me exemplary
30 embodiment provides a video-modulated RF output which U

To t« ^ Vi6Wing
J
0f menUS

-
il is Po^ible to arrange me inventionso mat the requested information is overlaid on the picture of theprogram being viewed.

It is also envisaged mat the method of transmission of data to
35 fte mvention from a remote station need not be by means of a radiotransmission as used in the exemplary embodiment above Forexample, the data could be conveyed to the invention by means of asignal embedded in the television broadcast, such as a special-
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purpose subcarrier or vertical-interval signal, or by cable or fibre-
optic conneqtion, or by data transmitted by optical signalling via a
designated area of a television picture, or by telephone line, or by
any other data transmission means. It is also possible to transmit

5 the non-realtime data by means of portable recording medium such
as floppy disk or optically marked card.

It is envisaged that the data used by the invention can originate
from any source without departing from the scope of the invention.
For example, the data can originate from a central station where a

10 person monitors all television channels and transmits identifying
information to the invention by activating appropriate switches
controlling a suitably-equipped transmitter. Alternatively, program
information can be automatically generated using a data-base in
which detailed programming data is stored in advance.

15

20

INDUSTRIAL APPLICABILITY

The invention provides improved means for controlling the
operation of video recording equipment and television receivers. In
one application the invention can be used to select which of a
number of available broadcast television programs will be recorded
by a domestic video cassette recorder.
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CLAIMS

A method of controlling a video appliance comprising the
steps of:

B

Schedule-
firSt Si8nal repreSentative of a Vision program

receiving a second signal indicating which television program
is currently being received;

converting said first signal into a display of text
representative of a television program schedule;

selecting a subset of items of said displayed text-
causing said selected subset of displayed text to be marked on

said display;

and, if said second signal indicates that a television program
currently being received corresponds to one of said selected
items;

causing a video apparatus to be activated.

A method of controlling a video appliance according to claim
1 wherein said first signal and said second signal are
transmitted as part of a broadcast television signal.

A method of controlling a video appliance according to claim
1 wherein said first signal and said second signal are
transmitted as a data signal independent of a broadcast
television signal.

A method of controlling a video appliance according to claim
2 comprising the further steps of:

receiving a classification signal indicating the class of program
being received; 6

selecting a set of classifications which are to be prohibited-
comparing said classification signal to said set of prohibited

classifications, and, if said classification signal indicates that
a received program is a member of the set of prohibited
classifications;
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causing a video appliance to be temporarily deactivated
until said classification signal indicates that a received
program is no longer a member of the set of prohibited
classifications.

5

5. A method of controlling a video appliance according to claim
3 comprising the further steps of:

receiving a classification signal indicating the class of program
being received;

10 selecting a set of classifications which are to be prohibited;
comparing said classification signal to said set of prohibited

classifications, and, if said classification signal indicates that
a received program is a member of the set of prohibited
classifications;

15 causing a video appliance to be temporarily deactivated
until said classification signal indicates that a received
program is no longer a member of the set of prohibited
classifications.

. A method of controlling a video appliance according to claim
2 comprising the further step of:

deriving, from said second signal, visible text descriptive of
the television program currently being replayed.

A method of controlling a video appliance according to claim
3 cornprising the further step of:

deriving, from said second signal, visible text descriptive of
the television program currently being replayed.

A method of controlling a video appliance according to claim
2 comprising the further steps of:

combining said second signal with a television program signal;
recording said combined signal on a video recording medium;
replaying said recorded signal;

separating said second signal from said television program
signal; and

deriving, from said second signal, visible text descriptive of
the television program currently being replayed.

30 8.

35
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9. A method of controlling a video appliance according to claim
3 comprising the further steps of:

combining said second signal with a television program signal-
recording said combined signal on a video recording medium;'
replaying said recorded signal;

separating said second signal from said television program
signal; and

deriving, from said second signal, visible text descriptive of
the television program currently being replayed.

10. A method of controlling a video appliance according to claims
1-9 wherein said video appliance is a video recorder.

15 11. A method of controlling a video appliance according to claims
1-9 wherein said video appliance is a television receiver.

12. A video appliance controller comprising:
means for receiving a first signal representative of a

20 television program schedule;

means for receiving a second signal indicating which
television program is currently being received;

means for converting said first signal into a display of text
representative of a television program schedule;

means for selecting a subset of items of said displayed text;
means for causing said selected subset of displayed text to be

marked on said display; and,

means for causing a video apparatus to be activated if said
second signal indicates that a television program currently,
being received corresponds to one of said selected items.

13. A video appliance controller according to claim 12 wherein
said first signal and said second signal are transmitted as part
of a broadcast television signal.

25

30

35

14. A video appliance controller according to claim 12 wherein
said first signal and said second signal are transmitted as a
data signal independent of a broadcast television signal.
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15. A video appUance controUer according to claim 13 and
further comprising:

means for receiving a classification signal indicating the class
5 of program being received;

means for selecting a set of classifications which are to be
prohibited;

means for comparing said classification signal to said set of
prohibited classifications, and, if said classification signal

10 indicates that a received program is a member of the set of
prohibited classifications;

causing a video appUance to be temporarily deactivated
until said classification signal indicates that a received
program is no longer a member of the set of prohibited

15 classifications.

16. A video appUance controUer according to claim 14 and
further comprising:

means for receiving a classification signal indicating the class
of program being received;

means for selecting a set of classifications which are to be
prohibited;

means for comparing said classification signal to said set of
prohibited classifications, and, if said classification signal

25 indicates that a received program is a member of the set of
prohibited classifications;

causing a video appUance to be temporarily deactivated
until said classification signal indicates that a received
program is no longer a member of the set of prohibited

3° classifications.

17. A video appUance controUer according to claim 13 and
further comprising:

means for deriving, from said second signal, visible text
35 descriptive of the television program currently being

replayed.

20
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18. A video appliance controller according to claim 14 and
further comprising:

means for deriving, from said second signal, visible text
descriptive of the television program currently being

5 replayed.

19. A video recorder including a video appliance controller
according to claims 12-18.

20. A television receiver including a video appliance controller
according to claims 12-18.

21. A video recorder comprising an appliance controller according
to claim 13 and further comprising:
means for combining said second signal with a television
program signal;

means for recording said combined signal on a video
recording medium;

means for replaying said recorded signal;
means for separating said second signal from said television
program signal; and

means for deriving, from said second signal, visible text
descriptive of the television program currently being
replayed.

15

20
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22. A video recorder comprising an appliance controller according
to claim 14 and further comprising:
means for combining said second signal with a television

program signal;

means for recording said combined signal on a video
recording medium;

means for replaying said recorded signal;

means for separating said second signal from said television
program signal; and

means for deriving, from said second signal, visible text
descriptive of the television program currently being
replayed.
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23. A video appliance controller according to claims 15 or 16
wherein said video appliance is controlled by means of infra-
red control signals and further comprising:
a transmitter adapted to transmit infra-red signals to said

video appliance;

a receiver adapted to receive infra-red signals from hand-
held remote control means;

means for recognising those infra-red signals received by said
infra-red receiver which correspond to appliance control
commands;

memory means for forming a table of data representative of
the most recent appliance control commands received;
and

means for causing said appliance control commands to be
transmitted to said video appliance.

24. A video appliance controller according to claims 15 or 16
wherein said video appliance is controlled by means of infra-
red control signals and further comprising:
a transmitter adapted to transmit infra-red signals to said

video appliance;

a receiver adapted to receive infra-red signals from hand-
held remote control means;

means for recognising infra-red signals received by said
infra-red receiver corresponding to appliance control
commands;

memory means for forming a table of data representative of
the most recent appliance control commands received;

means for causing said appliance control commands to be
transmitted to said video appliance;

means for receiving a classification signal indicating a class of
program being received and a signal indicating a
corresponding channel;

means for selecting a set of classifications which are to be
prohibited; and

means for:

comparing said stored channel data with said

corresponding channel data, and if the result is equality,
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comparing said classification signal to said set of.

prohibited classifications, and, if said classification signal
indicates that a received program is a member of the set
of prohibited classifications;

causing a video appliance to be temporarily
deactivated until said classification signal indicates
that a received program is no longer a member of the
set of prohibited classifications.
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